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Stinson  joins  117  law  firms  in  promoting  diversity  and
equality

Stinson  LLP  proudly  announces  its  certification  under  the
Mansfield 4.0 Rule, the fourth round of certification under
the Mansfield Rule, which focuses on diversity in leadership
and helps create systemic change to foster long-term inclusion
and equity in our workplaces. The certification recognizes
firms that not only consider candidate pools made up of at
least 30% women, lawyers of color, LGBTQ+ lawyers, and lawyers
with  disabilities  but  have  also  achieved  at  least  30%
representation in a substantial number of their leadership
roles and committees.
“Stinson’s longstanding commitment to diversity and inclusion
strives to provide a positive and safe environment where each
attorney and employee’s talent is fully used and honored,”
said  Ann  Jenrette-Thomas,  Stinson’s  Chief  Diversity  &
Inclusion Officer. “Attaining Mansfield’s 4.0 certification is
another actionable step toward a more diverse profession. It
takes everyone working together to advance diversity, equity,
and inclusion. There is still much work to be done, but I am
proud of the progress we have made.”
Named after Arabella Mansfield, the first woman admitted to
practice law in the U.S. 151 years ago, the Mansfield Rule was
one of the winning ideas from the 2016 Women in Law Hackathon
competitions hosted by the Diversity Lab, in collaboration
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with Bloomberg Law and Stanford Law School.
“We recognize the hard work and dedication that you and others
in  your  firm  invested  in  this  impressive  result,”  wrote
Natalia Marulanda, Mansfield Rule Director for the Diversity
Lab, in a letter to the firm. “We greatly appreciate your
efforts and demonstrated commitment to moving the needle on
diversity and inclusion.”
The  Diversity  Lab  works  with  firms  to  measure  outcomes
annually.  It  uses  this  data  to  adjust  the  Mansfield  Rule
program and ensure that it is adapted as needed to meet its
goal continuously.
About The Lab
Diversity  Lab  is  an  incubator  for  innovative  ideas  and
solutions  that  boost  diversity  and  inclusion  in  law.
Experimental  ideas  are  created  through  our  Hackathons  and
piloted in collaboration with more than 150 top law firms and
legal  departments  across  the  country.  We  leverage  data,
behavioral science, design thinking, and technology to further
develop and test the ideas, measure the results, and share the
lessons learned. Click here to learn more about some of our
pilot initiatives: www.diversitylab.com.

About Stinson LLP
Stinson LLP collaborates with clients ranging from individuals
and  privately  held  enterprises  to  national  companies  and
international public corporations. Our accomplished attorneys
leverage deep knowledge and experience to deliver practical
guidance,  helping  clients  minimize  risks  and  realize
opportunities. We take pride in our collaborative approach,
our  lasting  relationships,  and  our  unique  perspectives.
Connect  with  us  at  one  of  our  12  offices  nationwide  and
stinson.com.


